KNOW YOUR RIGHTS.

You and your caregivers have rights. They can empower you to get the support you need. They can give you hope.

THE ILD BILL OF RIGHTS:

You deserve accurate, clear information about interstitial lung disease

• Know all of your treatment options.
• Access research studies that address new approaches.
• Find out if you’re a candidate for a transplant.

You deserve the highest quality of care

• Get another perspective for peace of mind when making crucial decisions.
• Take part in decisions about your care.
• Find expert care and support, regardless of your financial situation.

You deserve access to services and equipment

• Find the resources and equipment you need to be independent.
• Access pulmonary rehabilitation services to manage ILD effectively.

You deserve a happy and fulfilling life

IT’S TIME TO CHANGE WHAT IT MEANS TO LIVE WITH ILD
chestfoundation.org/ild

Read the CHEST Foundation Patient Education Disclosure at chestfoundation.org/patient-education-disclosure